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Abstract. New insight into the 1965 conjecture of Lewis et al., that some Context-Free 
Languages (CFLs) require more than [log n] space for recognition on off-line Turing machines, is 
derived kom an examination of the pre-AFL properties of [log M] space. General results about 
related APLs are used to reduce this conjecture to the questions of whether the [log n ] class is an 
APL and of whether [log n] recognition is a decidable question for certain related AFLs. One <If 
these is the AFL generated by the [log n] class itself, which AFL is shown to properly contain all 
CFLs (Theorem 1) and, also, to be generated via length-preserving homomorphisms from the 
[log n] class, using the result that the latter is a pre-AFL (Theorem 2). 
An example 0’ d related family, which happens to be contained in this newly studied AFL, is 
the principal A FL, 0, of quasi-real-time languages. Also, the open question of whether [log n] 
space is the same deterqinistically or nondeterministically is related to the above questions. 
Throughout, jiog n] means the integer part of !ogZ at, where II is input length, and 
“AFL” abbreviates the technical term: Abstract Family of Languages. 
Marking aur;omata and the class of languages whim trlwJ _ -A *hew recognize (here &noted 
MALs) are foPmal2y defined in previous articles [14, 16, 171. Inf;armally, amarking 
ends of which are also marked. 
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In this se(ction we. extend technics used to show that yck languages are 4s to 
caver other kin&; of real-time, deterministic CIKs which can be mapped (length- 
serving homomorphically) onto all weakly generated CFLs. The main result of 
hie and Springsul,, -4 [16] already showed that the linguistically more significant 
strongly generated CFLs are, in fact, MA+ 
To obtain the result by which this section is nslmed we need two lemmas which 
deal with real-time recognition of CFLs. In bctth these and in Theorem 1, an 
important role is played by the “standard opera::or form” of production rules for 
CF grammars of Floyd [S], which allow recognition of CFLs by push-down 
automata1 with the following defined properties. 
Consider push]-down automata (pda), as usua’ly defined [121, to be realtime if 
they have no E -moves except possibly a final one to be applied when in a special 
final state and when scanning the initial pusll-down symbol? for purposes of 
accepting with empty store and by final state. 
Following Chdomsky [2], consider a pda which moves independently of the 
scanned Ipush-down symbol except on erase (pop-up) moves as one operating with 
“‘restricted control” and call such ’ pda normal -(since their equivalence to unr+ 
stricted pda is based on “‘normal form” CFG rul:s). A more rigorous definit:ion of 
normal pda can be supplied by the reader, and arl example is the pda J’W in Lemma 
1.1. In the lattez the state/input symbol pair ;illone determineir, whether either 
push-down or pop-up moves can result and what, if anything, is to be printed on top 
of the push-down stack. Thus, the topmost symbli)l of this stack ilp referenced when 
and only when it is erased. The set of input strings accepted by a re&ime [normal] 
(deterministic) da will be called a realtime [normal] (deternkristic) CFL. 
Each CF language L is accepted by some realtime, normal pda. 
Assume 1, is generated by a CF grammar C = (N, 2, §, R) with all rules of 
_R in ‘standard o:l?erator form, i.e., one of the fcrms 
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for each y f r, and CL! E Z; also S determines these erase moves: 
8(E, cc, cE) = {(E, E)} if rule (3) is in R, 
8)) if rule (4) is in R, 
e-move. Thus . 
is the only accepting state, and it is the only 
to ‘“‘backtrace” a leftmost derivation in 
does this by storing “right” symbols, C, 
when scanning the corresponding 
cur in a leftmost derivation of x by 
use of rules of forcrls (3) or (4). Upon scanning aright symbol, c, corresponding toa 
previouFIy scanned left symbol, Q, M will be in its erase state E, reference the 
pushdown stack, erase its topmost symbol, say cx, and enter state X, thus 
completing the checking of the phrase bounded between this c1 and c. 
state E after each sequence of purely state-switching moves used to 
derived by only regular rules, of forms (1) and/or (2); it also enters 
just checked a phrase whose derivation beaan with a rule of form (3). When 
enters any other stare after an erase move, 6s continuing the checking of a phrase 
whose derivation bt:gan with a form (4) rule. M accepts x whenever it can complete 
such a series of (non-deterministic) moves at the right end of its input tape, scanning 
the blank symbol E, in state E with only the initial pushdo,wn symbol yO, on its 
stack. Thus, 1 = L(G)c N(M). 
A proof oc N<M)C L can be achieved by showing the following fact by 
induction, where x = ul.. . n,,, each oj E C: 
starting inconfiguration (cl . . . ok . . . A, y), where A # E, can 
guration (ak+l.. a,, X, y), where X 
then in G either A I”_a ul. l l ckx, if 
or else A.. 
s straightforward. 
is S, the sentenc 
since 
ic i 
argest number of choices open to 
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Define It : C*,+ 2 by rh(ai) = a, all i. 
symbols appearing on its input tape index 
our given CF language E. The erase moivc:s of
j, if 6(E, c; cx) = ((X, E)} is a move of ; thus erasing in W w 
in owever, to parallel the various ch oices of pushdown 
given situation, say if 
where n”,: TV K and yi E r* (yi may be empty), then in 
determink~rc moves 
S”(A, al, y) = (XI, yy~), . . .) a’(A, ap, Y) = (&, YYd 
us storage in ’ will! parallel that in M, but will be determinis_.c, because of the 
indices,, The purpose of the indices is to allow at least one indexed version, x’ 1: 2:) 
of a word x E Z* to be accepted by M’ iff x is accepted by M, i.e., iff x is in L. 
Notice that the moves of ‘, being defined in parallel wileh those of M, wiN allow 
some incclexed version of n: to be accepted if x E L = N(M), i.e., if s 
of valid Ichoices of moves of exists to accept x. On thle other hand, if some x’, 
where It (x’) = x, is acceptabl M’ it means that some such sequence of choices 
does exirst for the non-deterministic pda 
’ will be realtime and normal because 
al deterministic 
preserv$ng homomorphism, h. El 
Zength -preserving homomorphic image of some 
log)r where h preserves length. 
te. A Itong, detailed construction exists for the proof of this theorem in [17]. 
re outlined which differ essentially 
trongly generated CFLs, found in 
ed Counting Automaton model 
proof generalizes tha 
s of register countin 
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:ated to find each left 
can right for the first matching right symbol of 
ion of the p.d. store, 
t” symbol) which is done as 
in the spirit of bounded context 
count. 
accepts x using a total of d + 1 left-to-right sweeps (after each of which the 
“parity” count must be 0) if and only if accept x using + 1 squares of its 
p.d. tape. Therefore, recognizes exactly ‘) which, by Lemma 1.2, is sufIicient 
for the result. .O 
le. Consider (two-aided) Dyck language on two 
one-sided, or) yck language on n letters. The 
previously known results [16]. In this case, there is a length-preserving 
homomorphism f of 4 onto & given by f(a,)= f(a4) = a, f(a:) = f(az)= a’, 
f(bl) = f(bi) = b and f(b2) = f(b:) = b’, as t e reader may easil 
(and similarly fi,J is in the e-free homomor hisnt closure of the 
k,now whether or not J% is an f it were this could still allow some 
context-free L = and h e-free, but E no? an 
construction of thi a staildard-operator form CFG fo 
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2. Let M be an MA which recognizes a language L an let A b? an E -free 
det errninistic gsm (jbzite state transducer). Then ~~~gu~ge. 
IVote. A(u) in the proof below is not always the full output image &(qo, CT) 
A = (& &), but should be taken as the output string of A upon scanning ci’ 
the appropriate state, implied by context. 
of 
in 
f. Given M and ,4, one can effectively construct an MA, 
nize A ‘l(L), guided by the following diagram and descriraion 
[Inputx’ to M’ and A I 
Buffer 
ti 
Finite control of M’ 
[The diagram is similar to one used in Theorem 14.8 of Hopcroft and Ullman [12], 
but the input tape is here generalized to be two-way.] 
Let c be the maximum length of arly output string A(o) of /4, for all CT E C and 
ah states. Since A is s-free, x = .A (x') has at least as many symbo s as xl, and also 
I I x s c 9 ix’/. Thus the intermediate storage buffer of ’ need only hold at most c 
symbols and could be absorbed into finite control. (For exposition purposes it is 
referred to here as a separat tity.) Consider this buffer as a “local” internal i
e to the finite control of which is incorporated into the finite control o 
cts on each string A (a) which appears on the buffer in the same way 
the corresponding substring of x. 
9 it is pcssible to add this bufffer device to the operation o 
without increasing storage requirements. The following rules of operation are to be 
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coded marker as well as what moves are necessary) and transmits this information 
o the x’ tape. 
’ moves right one square9 because of a move of beyond the 
to the new scan 01, giving new 
has to move left ause of a. leftwa the 
ia a natural, determ tic reconstruction of the previous e of 
A, starting from the left ost input square. 
Notice that all non-finite memory (i.e., the locations of the various markers) is 
recorded solely on the x’ tape, wher 
the’x tape of 1M. Acceptance of x’ by 
greater number of markers occur than on 
’ will be allowe?! if and only if acceptance of
the string x = A (x’) = & (qO, x’) occurs in re, I!& accepts exactly 
A-‘(L). 0 
We take tk:2 notions of efiective family (of languages) 
(under operations on languages) as known . See Greibach 
and 
WI 
of effective closure 
for definitions. 
Theorem 2. The family of MALs forms an effective pre-AFL ; it is effectively closed 
under: 
(i) all pre- AFL operations ; 
(ii) all Boolean operations (and, thus, intersection with regular sets); 
(iii) fanguage product, by concatenatrm ; 
(iv) derivative, i.e., D,L = (x : ax E L) is an L if L is. 
f. The Boolean operation closures are well-known, and any regular set is an 
MAL. Derivative and product are easily seen. The pre-AFL operations are marked 
- product, marked + , and inverse ho 
seen. To show marked + closure it 
each xi E L. Given an 
L, it is 
L. In fact, this q 
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Lewis-Hartmanis-Stearns conjecture. However, it is known that the MALs do not 
form a furl AFL, one closed under arbitrary homomorphism. This is due to the fact 
that any recursively enumerable language is the homomorphic image of some 
[17]. This fact leads of course to the undecidabill tyof almost all questions regarding 
properties of MALs: finiteness, emptiness, fullness, equivalence, tc. One question 
worth focusing on in this context is the following one. 
osi It is undecidable to determine of an arbitrary 
a CFL (or &ear CFL, or deternkistic CFL). 
L whether or not it is 
A proof of Proposition 1 can be found in my thesis [17], or czn be based o 
Theorem 6 of Hartmanis and Hopcroft [ll]. 
Let (MALs) denote the smallest 
referred’to 
FL containing all tht: MALs; it is 
as “the AFL generated by the ALs” because, by Tneorern 1 .l o 
Ginsburg et al. [8] and its remarks, (MALs) = (h(L): L an MAL an /I E -free} since 
the M,4Ls form a pre-AFL. ,41so, this closure under ~-free h is this same as the 
closure of the MALs under length-preserving h (see [8]). 
By Theorem 1.2 of [8] and by Theorem 2 above, (MALs) is closed under n , as 
well as being closed under U , * , E-free h, and h :** as are all AFL. 
Question : Are the MALs themselves closed under ~-free h ? under * ? 
We do not know if the family of MALs is an AFL, i.e., if (MALs) = 
ecture it is mt because of the Lewis artmanis$tearns c0njectnr.z. !? 
salient consequences of tht: results 
ere (MALs) denotes the (non-full) AFL generated by the 
(21) the AFL of CFLs is properly contained in (MALs); 
(b) the intersection closure, CFLs, of the CFLs is a proper sub-pre-AFL of 
9 which is the principal of quasi-realti 
s is contained in the largmt full sub- 
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Call a property P (of 1 
sets and d is preserved under 
uages) stipet-regular if P is true of all regular 
n (R regular) and D, (derivative). We use this 
eainition to re-state: 
(Greibach). Let P be a super-regular property and F an effective family of 
nguages eflectively closed under marked product. Suppose, for L in F, it is 
undecidable if L = 8 (or, if L = XT). If P die tomizes F - i.e., is true for some but 
not all L in F - P is undecidable on 
Notice that Greibach’s theorem applies to any non-trivial effective pre-AFL F 
and to the super-regular properties of being: regular, (deterministic) CF, CS, or an 
MAL, etc., as long as the property dichotomkes F. Thus: 
The following propertks are unJeci able for an arbitrary language in 
the pre-AFI- of MALs (and, hence, foj* the AFL df (MALs): the property of being 
(a) a language in 9, the krzest full sub-AFL of (MALs); 
(b) Q language in CFLs (Qr, even, in the full Boolean closure of the CFLs). ,<I 
Proof. (a) follows since the (MALs) are not full; (b) follows from the 
( a (2k +W. k 2 0}, which is not even in the Boolean closure of CFLs [8]. In fact the 
latter eiample, w:?ich is in 9, shows that 9 properly contains the CFLs. Cl 
Finally Greibach’s theorem gives us the desired conjecture reduction result. 
sition 3. If there is a CFL which is not [log n] recognizable (i.e., not an 
), then this latter property is undecidable for the families of: , 
(a) CFLs; 
(b) CFLs (or the Boolean closure of CFLs); 
(c) quasi-realtime languages ; 
(d) 9; 
(e) (MAL+), or for any family coirltaining the 
hus, if the Lewis- 
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any of (a)-(d), or for any “super CFL” family would destroy the conjecture, by 
virtue of Proposition 3. This form of t e conjecture is thus equivalent o the 
undecidability of [log n] recognition for many of the above classes. 
Finally, with regard to the possibility that t 
note that it is not hard to find a set L1 
preserving homomorphism f such that f (L1) i 
to add information to L1 which is subsequently “forgotten” by fi 
specifies olutions (e.g., to the Graph Accessibility Problem for digraphs). Thus, 
ALs) = MALs is logically equivalent to saying DSPACE,, = NSPACEI,,, 
which would be rather surprising! 
We make no further conjectures of our own, but of?!er these results as further 
intuitive evidence that the Lewis- artmanis-Stearns conjecture is correct and, for 
that reason, is difficult to prove. 
e. The author is indebted to the referee for several suggestions which helped 
the paper, and to a. colleague in Prague, DF. Michal Chytil, whose comments also 
helped to improve it. 
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